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Abstract  

  

The digital processing of the neutron radiography images gives the possibility for data 

quantification. In this case an exact relation between the measured neutron attenuation and 

the real macroscopic attenuation coefficient for every point of the sample is required. The 

assumption that the attenuation of the neutron beam through the sample is exponential is 

valid only in an ideal case where a monochromatic beam, non scattering sample and non 

background contribution are assumed. In the real case these conditions are not fulfilled and 

in dependence on the sample material we have more or less deviation from the exponential 

attenuation law. Because of the high scattering cross-sections of hydrogen (σs=80.26 barn) 

for thermal neutrons, the problem with the scattered neutrons at quantitative radiography 

investigations of hydrogenous materials (as PE, Oil, H2O, etc) is not trivial. For these 

strong scattering materials the neutron beam attenuation is no longer exponential and a 

dependence of the macroscopic attenuation coefficient on the material thickness and on the 

distance between the sample and the detector appears. When quantitative radiography (2D) 

or tomography investigations (3D) are performed, some image correction procedures for a 

description of the scattering effect are required. 

This thesis presents a method that can be used to enhance the neutron radiography image 

for objects with high scattering materials like hydrogen, carbon and other light materials. 

This method uses the Monte Carlo code, MCNP5, to simulate the neutron radiography 

process and get the flux distribution for each pixel of the image and determine the scattered 

neutrons distribution that causes the image blur and then subtract it from the initial image 

to improve its quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Neutron Radiography 

 

Neutron radiography is a powerful tool for non-destructive testing of materials and finds 

numerous applications in industry and in material research. The basic principle is similar to 

that of X-ray radiography.  

Radiology is the general term for the science and application of imaging with penetrating 

radiation. The term radiography describes techniques, which produce a static image on 

a permanent recording film. The development of electronic imaging systems (video) in the 

mid-1970s began a new field, first referred to as real-time radiography, but now defined as 

radioscopy. 

All radiographic methods, whether making use of x-rays, gamma-rays or neutrons, are 

based on the same general principle: that radiation is attenuated on passing through matter. 

The object under examination is placed in the incident radiation beam (fig.1.1). After 

passing through the object, the beam that remains enters a detector that registers the 

fraction of the initial radiation intensity that has been transmitted by each point in the 

object. Any inhomogeneity in the object or an internal defect (e.g. void, crack, porosity or 

inclusion) will show up as a change in radiation intensity reaching the detector. 

Thus detection of defects in radiography is based on the observation of differences in 

radiation intensity after passing through the object under examination. This occurs 

according to the basic law of radiation attenuation: 

 

I = IO exp (- µ d)             (1) 

 

Where IO and I are the intensities of the beam before and after the transmission, µ is the 

linear attenuation coefficient and d is the thickness of the sample in beam direction. 
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Figure 1.1: The basic experimental set-up of subject be radiographed 

 

Radiation which has passed defective spots in the form of voids (e.g. cracks in nuclear 

reactor fuel pellets) has more intensity than radiation which has passed through inclusions 

of higher material density (e.g. inclusions of Pu in UO2 pellets). 

The whole technique of radiographic examination consists of finding an efficient mode of 

detecting and visualizing these radiation intensity differences. 

As shown above, the intensity of radiation which has passed through the material depends 

on its attenuation coefficient µ. 

The radiation attenuation coefficient µ shows a continuous curve for X-rays (over a wide 

range of wavelength). This is not true, however, for neutrons and it happens that adjacent 

atomic number elements such as boron and carbon show for example marked differences 

in neutron attenuation. Because of this it is possible to detect hydrogen in zirconium. 

Conversely, dense materials such as lead, tungsten, or uranium are relatively easy to 

penetrate by neutrons. 

Another important advantage of neutron radiography is the possibility of directly 

examining radioactive objects such as spent fuel elements.  

Strong neutron sources like research reactors and accelerator-based spallation neutron 

sources can provide intense neutron beams, required for efficient and practical neutron 

imaging. Such beams have been successfully used for neutron radiography during the last 

two decades and neutron radiography has found its greatest applications in the examination 

of nuclear fuels, explosives, electronic components and engine turbines blades. Recently, 
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neutron imaging has been used in new branches: fuel cell research, the study of objects 

from cultural heritage, geosciences and soil physics. The extension of applications into 

new domains depends very much on the performance of the beam lines, the research 

infrastructure and the access conditions for external users. 

 

Progress in furthering applications has led to the development of three dimensional 

imaging methods (tomography), the exploitation of different neutron energies in the 

impinging beam to gain additional information and the real-time analysis of systems 

including fluid flow and/or moving components. With the advent of portable neutron 

sources, neutron radiography can also be employed away from reactors, opening up 

applications, like checking for drugs and explosives concealed in luggage and cargo 

containers. 

 

The outcome from the application of the neutron imaging depends strongly on the neutron 

source properties and the detection system used. This has, in turn, generated much demand 

for research and development in these areas. Detection systems have taken a big jump from 

conventional photographic film to digital real-time imaging. The use of fast and epithermal 

neutrons as sources and the exploitation of more specialized neutron interactions, like 

resonance absorption and phase shifts, has further opened up the field of neutron imaging 

for research and development. Although neutron radiography is used to some extent in 

some research reactor centres in addition to the neutron scattering applications, there are 

only a few which are well developed and have advanced facilities (termed as type A) while 

the remainder employ standard technology requiring optimization and upgradation (termed 

as type B). 

 

In addition to beam modifications and neutron source development, much improvement in 

neutron imaging may also be obtainable from the application of new types of radiation 

detectors and improved signal processing techniques. An increase in the efficiency and 

resolution over those of the detectors in existing systems may make it practical to employ 

neutron sources with lower intensities, thereby opening the neutron imaging application to 

additional research reactors. The following methods for improving neutron imaging are 

either recently available or are under development: 
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- The photographic film technique is an old method, but the resulting images can now be 

digitized using a variety of scanners. This however, may be done at the cost of dynamic 

range. 

- Electronic camera based systems using a neutron sensitive scintillator screen. There is 

still a potential for improvements for the camera itself, the optical systems, the 

scintillators and by light intensifying systems. Further options are triggering, stacking 

of image sequences and fast time series. 

- Imaging plates, commonly used in medical imaging, have been made neutron sensitive 

and have demonstrated excellent results with respect to sensitivity, resolution and 

dynamic range. 

- Amorphous silicon flat panel detectors are under development for medical applications. 

It was shown recently that they can be converted for neutron imaging too. The 

advantages are high sensitivity, high frame rates, large field-of-view and a reasonable 

spatial resolution. 

- Track-etch foils in close contact with a converter can be used. The digitization of the 

tracks can subsequently be done with an optical camera. The method is useful for 

activated sample or high gamma-background. The performance is limited due to long 

exposure, development and scanning time. It is not very useful for quantitative 

investigations due to a small dynamic range and non-linearity. [1, 2, 3] 

 

 

1.2 Applications of Neutron Radiography 

 

Images made with neutrons have been used in a wide variety of industrial research and 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) applications since the early 1960s. Radiography can yield 

important information not obtainable by more traditional methods.  The strength of the 

method lies in the neutron’s ability to penetrate thick structural or base matrix materials 

while remaining sensitive to certain elements such as boron, lithium, and hydrogen. 

 

In contrast to x-rays; as the major tool of visual non-destructive testing, neutrons can 

1) be attenuated by light materials like water, hydrocarbons, and boron, 

2) penetrate through heavy materials like steel, lead and uranium, 
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3) distinguish between different isotopes of certain elements, 

4) supply high quality radiographs of highly radioactive components. In the in pool 

facility, the whole neutron radiographic installation is immersed in the pool of the 

reactor. Here, irradiated reactor fuel rods or other irradiated material, are transferred 

from the reactor to the neutron radiographic facility without removing them from the 

reactor pool, (nitrocellulose film is insensitive to gamma-radiation).  

 

Applications are limited by the relative scarcity of suitable neutron source and by the small 

cross sectional areas of the available neutron beams. A large object must be radiographed 

in sections. 

 

Figure 1.2 serves as a starting point to appreciate the different attenuation properties of 

different materials to the passage of thermal neutrons.  As shown in figure, the denser 

hydrogenous materials, such as, wood, lucite, phenol, neoprene, etc, shows black images. 

Contrast those images with low neutrons absorbing materials such as copper, lead and 

steel. Also the figure shows the image of highly absorbent cadmium metal. 
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Figure 1.2: Various materials put in a single radiograph
 

 

The application of neutron radiography may be classified under the general headings: 

 Reactor Technologies: 

(1) Inspection of control rods-checking for homogeneity, continuity and rate of burn-

up of poison in the rod, 

(2) Inspection of neutron shielding for voids, 

(3) Inspection of low enrichment fuels for continuity and pellet composition before 

irradiation and for irradiation damage after irradiation (swelling, voids, and fuel 

deposition), 

(4) Inspection of high enrichment fuels as above utilizing epithermal neutron beam, 

(5) Study of inclusions in metal, such as hydrides in titanium or zirconium, and boron 

composites in cermets form, 
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(6) Location of organic residues in coolant tubes or liners, 

(7) Measurement of small dimensional changes using neutron doping techniques, or 

marker techniques-creep or similar experiments. 

 

 Armament, Rocket and Missile Technology: 

(1) Examination of explosives in metals- to confirm presence, composition and 

deposition pattern following ignition, 

(2) Examination of thick sections of solid fuels, 

(3) Inspection of plastic and rubber feed rubbing inside airframes, 

(4) Inspection of rubbers, plastic or composition gaskets in pipe work for correct 

seating, formation and deformation, 

(5) Detection of composition and distribution in explosives, for example boron 

compounds in fuses, 

(6) Monitoring of welded joints, such as those containing boron, 

(7) Inspection of honeycomb materials-uniformity of matrix and resin deposition, 

(8) Inspection of fiber composite materials checking lay up of fiber, composition and 

resin distribution in base material. 

 

General Applications: 

(1) Medical applications, such as the detection of tumors, and possibly the use of 

doping materials to increase contrast, 

(2) Inspection of plastic coating - insulation in coaxial cable, and block insulation in 

high voltage electrical connection, 

(3) Inspection of plating, for example cadmium plating on components, 

(4) Diffusion process-monitoring diffusion of boron, lithium gadolinium, dysprosium 

etc. into base materials, 

(5) Gasket inspection - inspection of some soft metal gaskets such as indium usually in 

high vacuum apparatus, 

(6) Turbine inspection – checked for organic blockage of coolant passages, 

concentrically of holes in blades, 

(7) Foil performance – checked quality of certain rolled metal foils, incidence of 

mechanical breakdown of foil during rolling. [2]  
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1.3 Imaging Techniques 

 

1.3.1 Film Based Imaging 

Most neutron radiographic applications use the film-based image detection and recording 

technique.  Two film-based image recording methods are in use and are described below: 

 

Direct Exposure Technique:  

In this technique a converter foil, e.g. gadolinium, in direct contact with the photographic 

film is placed behind the object into the neutron beam. Gadolinium absorbs the neutrons 

and emits gamma-radiation, which internally is converted into electrons. These two-energy 

electrons principally expose the emulsion facing the gadolinium foil. This technique is not 

suitable for radioactive objects; because of the overlaying auto-radiographic second image 

and blur of the image.  Figure 1.3 shows the principle of the direct exposure method.  

 

Figure 1.3: Direct method with photographic film [3]
 

   
 
 

Transfer Technique:  

In this technique a metal foil (e.g. dysprosium, indium, gold) is used as the image recorder. 

By neutron absorption, the radioactivity is built up and activation image is formed in the 

foil which is subsequently transferred into the laboratory to a photographic film using the 
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decay radiation, e.g. β radiation. Figure 1.4 gives the principle of the transfer method. For 

the transfer technique, a recording material must be chosen which is rapidly activated and 

has a rapid decay; so as to be used again.  Dysprosium is a hard material, and therefore, 

easier to handle and maintain. It also has a higher cross section and longer lifetime; so, it 

can be used with weaker neutron beams.   

 

 

Figure 1.4: Transfer method with photographic film
 

  

With this method, the decay process starts during neutron exposure in the beam, and so 

some of the emitted radiation is lost. This makes the transfer technique slower than the 

direct exposure method, but this disadvantage is more than compensated for by the fact 

that since the foil is insensitive to gamma rays, the method can be used in gamma ray fields 

of any intensity. Another disadvantage is that, the restriction use to moderate and high 

intensity sources. 

 

Track-Etch Detector: 

The combination nitrocellulose film/lithium or boron converter provides another direct 

imaging method. In this technique α particles are emitted by the converter screen in 

response to incoming neutrons. The α particles produce an image in the nitrocellulose film 

by creation of small defects (tracks), which are enhanced and made visible by an etching 

process.     
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Nitrocellulose film is extensively used in thermal neutron radiography, especially in 

neutron radiography of radioactive objects. Except for the low contrast image, application 

of nitrocellulose film is in general characterized by the following advantages: 

 

(1) Direct imaging capability without activation process; thereby providing 

an important reduction in processing time and operator exposure, 

(2) Simple handling and processing in day-light, 

(3) Film is flexible and can be placed directly on objects, 

(4) Linear response to exposure time, i.e., no saturation of the converter, 

(5) Insensitive to gamma radiation (e.g. from radioactive objects), 

(6) Provision of several images with different contrast from one film when developed, 

etched, in steps and intermediately transferred to copying film, 

(7) Sharp image of objects containing low contrast materials. 

 

Imaging Plates (IP): 

Imaging Plates (IP) contain Gd as neutron absorber and BaFBr:Eu 2+ as the agent which 

provides the photoluminescence. An imaging plate scanner is extracting the latent image 

information as digitized data file from the plates by de-excitation caused by a laser signal. 

 

After 1990, a neutron sensitive imaging plate (NIP) was also developed using admixture of 

the photo stimulated luminescent (PSL) material with Cd2O3 or Li
6
F for neutron sensitive 

materials. The PSL reader is mainly used for high resolution, and to study an IP’s lower 

limit of linearity and its statistical characteristics. 

    

1.3.2 Dynamic System Imaging 

In the dynamic system, referred to as radioscopic imaging, the radiation impinges on 

a phosphor screen after passing through an object. The image produced on the screen is 

then intensified and viewed with a video camera.   

The dynamic system neutron radiogrphy consists of: 

(1) A high flux neutron source around 10
7 

n/cm
2
.sec, 

(2) A converter, 

(3) A high speed video camera and, 
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(4) An image intensifier used to have more light intensity. 

The neutrons falling on the converter are transformed into visible light that is proportional 

to the neutron flux and detected by a high-sensitivity imaging system. Using an image 

processor according to the brightness of the images, the recorded images are digitized 

(figure 1.5) 

 

Figure 1.5: Principle set-up of a camera based neutron radiography detector system 

 

         

 1.3.3 Cold Neutron Radiography 

 

Cold neutrons are produced by filtering the low-energy end of the thermal neutron 

spectrum by the use of a spinning chopper, or a moderator cooling with liquid nitrogen or 

cryogenic cooling. 

While cold neutrons (~ mill eV) penetrate materials less than do thermal neutrons, the 

differential attenuation between two materials may increase, depending on the precise 

energies and materials involved. This can result in substantially improved contrast between 

two materials. The heart of the Cold Neutron Research Facility (CNRF) is a cold neutron 

moderator, or cold source, consisting of a spherical shell of liquid hydrogen at 

a temperature of approximately 20 K, situated adjacent to the reactor core. In the cold 

source, neutrons are slowed down from the thermal distribution in the primary reactor 

moderator, enhancing the population of lower energy and longer wavelength neutrons, 

which are particularly useful for applications in chemistry, physics, material science, and 

biology. By using cold neutrons we can detect hydrogenous inclusions in steel, titanium 

and some other materials and structure homogeneity testing of materials, and inspection of 
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ferrous materials for hydrogenous materials, where greater contrast is available with cold 

neutrons than with thermal neutrons, even though penetration through the bulk material is 

less. 

 

1.3.4 Fast Neutron Radiography 

 

Radiography with fast neutrons is of increasing interest in Non-destructive Evaluation, 

mainly because of their greater penetration power in comparison with thermal neutrons and 

present availability of mobile or even portable fast neutron sources. 

 

There is very little variation in attenuation among the elements when neutron energies are 

in the MeV range; most materials have cross sections in the 1-10 barn range for neutrons 

with MeV energies. Consequently, there is not much contrast available to allow different 

elements to be discerned. However, the number of nuclei per unit volume varies from 

element to element, and the penetration of fast neutrons through most materials is quite 

good. Therefore, it is possible, and perhaps possible, to image thick objects where 

significant density changes are being sought. The photoluminescence imaging plate-based 

fast neutron transfer imaging is more than an order of magnitude more sensitive than 

imaging with radiographic film and high quality images have been obtained, even with 

threshold detectors having fission spectrum averaged activation cross-section in the mill 

barns region. 

 

The advantage of this technique is that it is insensitive for gamma-ray background and 

scattered neutrons. It was reported a TV imaging system in Japan for fast neutrons (>2.5 

MeV) for the radiography of thick specimens up to 100 mm steel. The neutrons are 

generated in a small cyclotron and a luminescent cover of polypropylene resin and ZnS is 

used. The neutrons are the result of conversion of protons in beryllium. The images are 

said to be not as good as with a track-etch detector, but an image can be obtained in 20s 

[3]. 
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1.3.5 Computerized Tomography 

 

In transmission tomography an object is placed into a fine beam and the attenuation is 

measured with a line camera from many angles. Either the object or the source and camera 

must be rotated in order to acquire a multi angle set of projections. The image of all 

projections is called sinogram because the shadow lines show sinusoidal shape. This 

sinogram contains all the information about the absorption density in a cut and many 

methods are known for the reconstruction of that density. 

 

When the object has been scanned for a total angle of π, a cross sectional image is 

generated by a computer. A computer software has been developed to automate and 

expedite the data acquisition and reconstruction process. Using a suitable algorithm for 3D 

image reconstruction from projections that provide a highly accurate view of a particular 

slice of the object, then the object is raised or lowered to another consecutive plane 

location and another slice can be scanned. In non-destructive material testing, fast neutrons 

can be used to examine thick metallic samples or to show small differences in the 

concentration of light nuclei. Furthermore, neutron sources always emit γ-radiation too, 

this γ-radiation can be detected simultaneously with the fast neutrons and therefore a γ CT-

image can be measured along with the neutron image. Both images can be evaluated 

together to get more detailed information of the atomic composition inside the examined 

cross-sections. 

Neutron sources with different energy spectra are available and can be chosen according to 

the material composition and thickness of the object to be examined.  The high penetration 

capability of fast neutrons allows the examination of thick samples containing materials 

with high atomic numbers. 

Thermal neutrons tomography may be used to test small samples or objects containing 

materials with great differences in the linear attenuation coefficients like aluminum and its 

corrosion products. [2] 
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1.4 Factors Affecting Image Quality 

 

When the film is placed on an illuminated screen for visual inspection, the parts of the film 

which has received more radiation during exposure, such as the regions under cavities, or 

thinner parts, appear darker, that is, the film density is higher. Consider a series of slits, 

machined in a uniform-thickness specimen. If the difference between the density of the 

film under a slit after processing and the background density is large enough to be 

discernible, one has an image of the slit. This density difference between the image of the 

slit and the background is called the image contrast. As a priori statements one can 

postulate that if the contrast is increased: 

1. The image becomes more easily discernible. 

2. Shallower slits in the specimen will become discernible. 

Assuming that the slit has sharp machine edges it could be recorded on the film as either 

a sharp or a blurred image; this is image definition (most radiologists prefer to use the term 

image unsharpness). Intuitively one assumes that a sharper image is of higher quality than 

an image with a larger unsharpness value; at the limit of discernibility, detection of an 

image will depend on both contrast and unsharpness. 

A number of factors affect the quality of the image in radiography. Contrast, detail, and 

noise are the primary factors associated with image quality. 

 

Spatial Resolution 

Spatial resolution is the ability of an imaging system to allow two adjacent structures to be 

visualized as being separate, or the distinctness of an edge in the image (i.e., sharpness).  

 

Noise 

In radiography, noise can be defined as any fluctuations in an image that do not correspond 

to variations in the radiation attenuation of the object being imaged. 

 

Contrast 

Contrast (radiographic contrast) is proportional to the magnitude of the signal difference 

between the structure of interest and its surroundings in the displayed image, which is 

expressed in terms of the optical density difference between two adjacent areas on the film 
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or as the relative brightness difference between the corresponding areas in a digital image 

displayed on a monitor. [4, 5] 

 

1.5 Sources of Blur 

 

The photograph of an object illuminated by neutrons obtained on x-ray film or any other 

type of material generally does not contain sharp, sudden changes from one blackening 

density to another [6]. It is rather characterized by some degree of diffusion of boundary 

lines of different parts of the object. The size of this diffusion determines the total blurring 

of the photograph. Since the diffusion can be caused by a number of factors independent of 

each other, to explain their effect on the total blurring it is divided into a number of kinds 

of partial blurring. Of these the most important are: 

 

- Geometric (hermitic) blur 

- Displacement blur 

- Scattering blur 

- Spectral blur  

- Detector blur 

 

Some of these blurring effects are peculiar to the image of an object existing in space 

before detection, while others appear only in the process of detection of the image by the 

detector. 

 

1.5.1 Geometrical (Hermitic) Blurring 

In the radiographic testing of materials and parts, with the help of ionized radiation, one of 

the factors determining the quality of the picture and flow detection sensitivity is the size 

of the radiation source. This is due to the fact that, the image of any "point" of the object 

under examination created by radiation of a source of definite dimensions is the sum of the 

separate images of this "point" created by a large number of narrow radiation beams 

coming from different parts of the source, as shown in figure 1.6. As a result, each "point" 

of the object appears on the x-ray film, or other detector, as some flat, diffused figure. 

There is also overlapping of images of different "points" of the object being examined. 
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This impairs the unsharpness of the image as a whole. Since this blurring is determined 

mainly by geometrical parameters, it is called geometrical unsharpness (ugeom) or 

geometric indistinctness of the image. 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.6): Diagram of appearance of geometric unsharpness. [7]  

 

 

 

1.5.2 Displacement Blur 

In the process of transillumination, if the object under test and the neutron image detector 

somehow shift relative to each other or to the neutron beam, then the neutron image of the 

object on the photograph diffuses. This diffusion is called displacement blurring. It is 

directly connected to the method of starting and switching off the illumination, which is 

frequently done by opening the access to the neutron beam to the object being examined 

and closing it after the required exposure. The dark and semidark regions will alter and the 

whole image will be displaced on the surface of the detector. This is due to the fact that, 

during displacement of the shutter, the dimensions of the luminous surface (dimensions of 

source) change. The blurring caused by displacement of the shutter appears only when the 

time to open or cover the beam does not differ much from the time of exposure of the 

detector. 
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1.5.3 Blurring Caused by Scattered Neutrons (Scattering Blur) 

The attenuation of many materials (e.g. water) is due to scattering rather than absorption 

[8]. Because the scattered neutrons still can reach the detector, they appear as an extra 

intensity at a position away from the straight trajectory line of the considered pixel. Behind 

the sample this extra intensity is interpreted as more transmission by the method, and 

therefore as less mass thickness. According to the exponential attenuation law, one can get 

the mass thickness (i.e. the product of the samples density times the sample thickness) if 

the density and the cross-section are known. 

The field of scattered neutrons [6] appearing in the object being examined and escaping 

from it to the zone of the neutron image detector can be imagined as a collection of a large 

number of narrow beams moving at different angles to the direction of the primary beams 

of neutrons. Like the neutrons of the primary beam, the scattered neutrons experience 

attenuation during propagation through the substance. So, the presence of any 

nonhomogeneity in the object being tested will cause perturbation of the flux density of the 

neutrons of both the primary beam and each beam of scattered neutrons passing through 

this nonhomogeneity. As a result, besides the main image created by the neutrons of the 

primary beam, a large number of secondary images created by each group of narrow beams 

of scattered neutrons moving in the same direction appear in the space behind the object. 

Since the secondary images are displaced with respect to each other, and with respect to 

the main image, their superposition causes diffusion and distortion of the object's image in 

the photograph. This diffusion is called scattering blur. Its magnitude depends on the 

characteristics of the field of scattered neutrons in the zone of the detector. 

Neutrons reflected from the wall of collimators and then passing through the object under 

test to the zone of the detector, also affect the scatter blurring. 

 

1.5.4 Blurring Due to Spectral Effect 

The neutron source is not monoenergetic but has an energy distribution similar to 

a Maxwell spectrum at 23.8 MeV with an epithermic tail. Because the cross-sections of the 

sample and the detector behave like 1/v [8], strongly attenuating samples can cause beam 

hardening effects, i.e. the mean energy of the transmitted neutrons is shifted to higher 

energies with smaller cross-sections. 
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1.5.5 Blurring Due to Detection of Neutron Image (Detector Blurring) 

In the detection of neutron image [6], some additional diffusion always occurs owing to the 

interaction processes of ionizing radiation with the material of the detector. Imaging blur 

caused by this diffusion is called inherent blurring of the detector, or simply, detector 

blurring. 

The magnitude of this blurring depends on the characteristics of the particular detector and 

may vary between relatively large limits. Since the detectors used for detection of neutron 

images, and also the x-ray film or other photographic materials, contain some intermediate 

converter of neutrons to some other type of radiation, the detector blurring is the total 

blurring due to the converter (converter blurring) and the x-ray film (film blurring). 

 

1.5.5.1 Film blurring: 

The main reason [6] for the appearance of this blurring is the finite path length of ionizing 

radiation in the substance, including the photo emulsion of the x-ray film or other material. 

The radiation field in which the photographic material is located can be imagined as 

a collection of narrow beams of radiation. The region of propagation of each of these 

beams through the material is a source of electrons appearing as a result of interaction of 

the radiation beam with the photographic material. Since the dimensions of this zone are 

small, the electrons will generally escape beyond its limits, creating secondary electrons 

over the whole length of their passage through the photographic material, under whose 

action sensitivity centers are formed. It follows that the size of the areas of photo emulsion 

with sensitivity centers, which are converted into development centers during 

photochemical processing and cause blackening of the photo emulsion, will be bigger than 

the area of photographic material impinged on by the radiation. This particular diffusion of 

the boundaries of the image of a beam is called film blurring. With increasing grain size, 

blurring of the photograph increases and the images of fine parts are distorted or disappear 

completely. 

It should be noted that, the blurring of films with the emulsion layer on one side of the base 

film is always less than that of films with emulsion layers on both sides of the base film. 

This is because two images appear on the two sides of the film separated by the thickness 

of the base film. They appear somewhat displaced with respect to each other. 
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1.5.5.2 Converter blurring: 

This kind of blurring is due to the process of conversion of neutrons into some other type 

of radiation [6]. It depends on the characteristics of the converter used, the method of 

neutron radiography and the position of the converter in the neutron field relative to the 

object being tested. 

The illuminated object has the form of a collection of narrow beams. Each of these beams 

propagating in the converter creates secondary radiation along its path, whose 

characteristics depend on the material of the converter screen. The angular distribution of 

this radiation issuing from an elementary volume of the screen material differs 

considerably from the angular distribution of the neutrons in the beam. The remaining 

radiation is considerably deflected and leaves the screen at various angles to it. However, 

with increasing deflection, the quantity of secondary radiation escaping from the converter 

screen decreases. This is because the radiation travels a longer path in the screen material 

than the radiation deflected at a smaller angle. Consequently the radiation undergoes large 

attenuation. 

Evaluations show that, the screen blurring for the majority of neutron image converters is 

considerably less than the x-ray film blurring for the same radiation. Therefore, blurring of 

photographic detectors of neutron images is determined mainly by film blurring. It follows 

that in selecting the optimum thickness of a converter screen, the main criterion should be 

its effectiveness. 

 

 

1.5.5.3 Image processing blurring: 

The TV method is inferior to film method in terms of signal/noise ratio, resolution and 

distortion [9]. For neutron radiography applications, image processing is used to identify 

and investigate objects in non destructive testing (NDT) and sometimes to observe 

dynamic events. The interest in image processing methods stems from the improvement of 

principal information for human interpretation of blurred pictures, which are the only 

available records of rare artifacts lost or damaged after being photographed. The image 

restoration removes the degradations, models and creates the inverse process. It corrects 

the degradation caused by a different process [10]. 
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1.5.6 Inherent or Film Unsharpness 

The photographic emulsion exposed to radiation affects by secondary electrons released on 

absorption of quantum radiation energy in a halide grain. With high radiation energy 

having energies greater than required for ionization, the excess energy appears as kinetic 

energy of the electron, therefore, many electrons have sufficient energy to reach 

an adjacent silver halide grain and still having sufficient energy on being absorbed to 

render the second grain developable, this effect is known as film or inherent unsharpness 

(Uf). The higher quantum energy of the incident radiation, the number of grains per 

quantum increases. From the imaging viewpoint, inherent unsharpness is equivalent to 

a reduction in image unsharpness because a point is imaged as a small disc [11]. 
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1.6 Objective of the Thesis  

 

This thesis presents a method that can be used to enhance the neutron radiography image 

for objects with high scattering materials like hydrogen, carbon and other light materials. 

This method uses the Monte Carlo code, MCNP5, to simulate the neutron radiography 

process to get the flux distribution for each pixel of the image and to determine the 

scattered neutrons distribution that causes the image blur, and then subtract it from the 

initial image to improve its quality. 

The thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter is an introduction that describes 

radiography and its applications and techniques. It also shows the factors that affect the 

image quality and the sources of the image blur and it states some definitions. The second 

chapter presents a literature review about the image enhancement in neutron radiography. 

The third chapter is a description of the neutron radiography facility in ETRR-2 which was 

used to take the neutron radiography images considered in this work. The fourth chapter 

describes the work adopted in this thesis regarding the image enhancement process, its 

steps and difficulties. The fifth chapter includes the results and its discussions as well as 

the conclusion of the thesis.          
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2.1 Introduction  

 

As discussed previously, there are several sources of the blur in the image of neutron 

radiography. One of the most important of these sources is the neutron scattering. Several 

attempts were made to solve this problem. Some of these attempts used the point spread 

function (PSF) and the point scattered function (PScF). So it is important to define these 

terms before discussing these attempts. 

 

Point Spread Function (PSF): 

The Point Spread Function (PSF) [8] describes how energy from a point source is 'smeared 

out' by the imaging processing. If the system is perfect, a point source would produce an 

image consisting of a single bright pixel, surrounded by zero-valued pixel. Instead, what 

we see is an area of non-zero pixel. A profile of gray level, which is the quantization level 

used to represent intensity at a pixel and is displayed as a shade of grey, across this area 

will have the same shape as the PSF. 

The Point Spread Function (PSF) can be represented as a sum of two parts [6]; the collided 

and uncollided neutrons for one emitting pixel. The neutron distribution corresponding 

only to the collided part of the PSF can be defined as Point-Scattered Function (PScF). In 

these terms, the superposition of PSF with a step equal to the discretization step will give 

the full picture of the investigated object, while the superposition of PScF will describe 

only the scattered neutron part in the radiography experiment. 

The scattering effect is position-dependent; since the scattering events are possible only in 

the sample area. The neutron scattering contribution depends of course on the sample 

material, its thickness, and on the distance between the sample and detector as well. Taking 

into account these factors, an image correction algorithm can be developed using 

a subtraction of the corresponding PScF for each pixel belonging to the sample area. 

 

Point-Scattered Function (PScF): 

The point-scattered function (PScF) describes the distribution of the scattered neutrons on 

the detector from a point-like, directed source hitting a material as shown in figure 2.1. 

More formally, the PScF is the probability density that a neutron is scattered at the sample 

and hits the detector in a distance (r) from the projected scattering point. 
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The PScF depends on the material, the energy spectral (facility), the detector, the sample 

geometry, and the sample-detector distance. If we know for every pixel the corresponding 

PScF, then the total scattering distribution can be considered as a superposition of the 

specific PScFs for every pixel. [11] 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.1): Arrangement of the simulation of the PScF and the resulting 

distribution of the collided neutrons on a Li6-detector 5 cm behind a 5 mm thick 

water layer. 
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2.2 Previous Works 

 

In 1981, Y. SEGAL et al. [12] published their work in calculation of the point spread 

function (PSF) in thermal neutron radiography to study the contribution of neutron 

scattering in the radiographed object to the blurring of a neutron radiography image. The 

contribution of the scattering of neutrons in the radiographed object was calculated using 

Monte Carlo computational methods. Calculations were performed for polyethylene, iron, 

zircaloy and aluminum. The results were based on the physical phenomena; therefore, 

a restoration operator based on it has to be preferred over a general statistical operator.  

They concluded that scattering in the object is only one of the contributors to the blurring 

of neutron radiographs. However, this phenomenon is inherent to the object; therefore, it 

determines the absolute limit to the resolving power of this non-destructive testing method. 

The purpose of their work was to illustrate this limit by calculating the PSF and draw 

attention to the possibility of using it through image processing methods. They showed that 

the statistical operators improve the general appearance of pictures and enhance details that 

can hardly be seen in the original image. But one has to be very careful when extracting 

dimensions and thicknesses from this restored film and only operators which are based on 

the physics of the phenomena involved will resolve the problem and their work is a step 

toward this aim.   

  

As late as 1992 and only until the 4
th

 world conference on neutron radiography (WCNR-4), 

Murata et al. [13] developed a method to evaluate and eliminate neutron scattered 

components from neutron radiographic images. The object scattered component and all 

other scattered components could be separately estimated using a cadmium grid. A narrow 

band of Cd absorber was put on an object and scattered components were realized and 

emerged in the shadow of the absorber. The elimination method was extended to two-

dimensional images. A scattering dominant material was used to test the validity of the 

two-dimensional elimination method. Application to the NR imaging of acrylic disks was 

described. NR images were obtained by means of the Musashi digital radiographic system 

which is an electronic imaging system whereby image data can be processed by a graphic 

workstation. This experiment was made at RIKKYO TRIGA-II reactor and JRR-3. the Cd 

grid has been shown to operate successfully for shielding incident neutrons and extracting 
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scattered neutron components. The validity of the correcting algorithm has been 

experimentally proven by the NR images of a hydrogen-rich object. This method has been 

applied to many kinds of objects and image data which are clearer and more quantitative 

were obtained. In this article the pixel data were derived from interpolation with 23 linear 

shadows of the Cd grid. 

  

At the 5
th

 world conference, Raine et al. [14] published a scattering effect correction for 

high resolution neutron and computer tomography. The goal of this work was to determine 

the importance of and to correct for the scattering effect on high resolution radioscopic 

images and computed tomographic reconstructions. Both radioscopic imaging and Mont- 

Carlo modeling were used for this assessment. Implicit in this study was the development 

of a correction algorithm that can be used to determine the scatter contribution and subtract 

it from the actual neutron radiographic or computed tomographic projection data. The 

domain of the study was limited to high resolutions with objects less than two centimeters 

in size in either the horizontal or vertical direction. With Monte Carlo modeling of the 

object, it was possible to differentiate the scattered flux from the unattenuated flux and 

determine the object scatter function (OSF). The simplest approach is to generate line 

projection data and examine the scattering function as it varies across and outside the 

object. Using this approach, the OSF could be used as a correction for both neutron 

radiographic and computed tomographic projection data. 

 

In 1996, Moghadam et al [15] reported their development for a computer program based 

on Monte- Carlo method. The main purpose of this program is to compute the probability 

distribution function of the scattered and transmitted neurons, as well as generating some 

neutron scattering correction coefficients for the scattered neutrons. Their experimental 

results proved that it is possible to improve the quality of the constructed tomogram by 

reducing the effect of scattered neutrons through mathematical procedure. 

 

In 1997, Pleinert et al. [16] designed an experimental procedure and an analysis technique 

suitable for the determination of hydrogenous distributions in homogenous matrices using 

a thermal neutron beam transmitted through a sample and recorded on a plane position 

sensitive detector. The recorded detector signal was interpreted as the result of transfer of 
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the unmodified beam signal through the system consisting of the sample and is described 

by system transfer functions. The transmission analysis technique was based on 

a conceptual model of the following basic setup: 

• a neutron source; 

• a plane position sensitive neutron detector; 

• a sample placed between source and detector, consisting of a matrix of 

homogenous substance distributed in the matrix; 

With these elements the following sets of data could be obtained: 

• The detector signal caused by the beam transmitted through the sample; 

• The detector signal caused by the unmodified beam in the absence of the sample. 

A relation between these two signals could be established using signal transfer functions, 

describing the system transfer separately for the component caused by neutron scattered in 

the sample and that for the component caused by uncollided neutrons transmitted through 

the sample without interaction. The signal transfer could be described by a point-spread 

function for the scattered component and by an attenuation function for the uncollided 

beam component. The parameters of the facility and of the samples were determined by 

Monte Carlo calculations. Neutron radiography had been selected as an experimental 

technique. 

 

In 1998, Hironobu Unesaki et al [17] showed their Analysis of thermal neutron 

radiographic images performed using neutronic methods. Analytical expressions for the 

behaviour of scattered neutron component and image distortions due to the unparallelness 

of the incident neutron beam were shown. They compared numerical results with the 

neutron radiographic images of simple rectangular polystyrene test sections of various 

thicknesses. They concluded that for practical NR facilities where neutrons scattered in the 

surrounding shields is about 20% of the total flux; the total scattered neutron component 

could be sufficiently smoothed out by taking the separation distance approximately equal 

to the width of the test section. The image distortions due to the unparallelness of the 

incident beam could be neglected for this separation distance, and quantitative information 

on the test section could be obtained from the NR images with sufficient accuracy. 
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In 2001, Kardjilov et al [18] reported their representation of the image formation in applied 

neutron radiography in terms of a PSF superposition. By using the same discritization for 

the detector as well as for the neutron source, the PSF could be represented as a sum of two 

parts – the collided and uncollided neutrons for one emitting pixel. The neutron 

distribution corresponding only to the collided part of the PSF could be defined as point 

scattered function (P Sc F). The P Sc F was calculated as a spatial distribution of scattered 

neutrons over the detector surface for one emitting source pixel. The correction algorithm 

was based on the subtraction of the calculated P Sc F superposition for the sample area 

from the experimental image. Monte Carlo model was used for the calculations. 

 

In 2005, Kardjilov et al. [19] used the scattering correction procedure based on the 

simulation of the scattering component for different liquids at various distances from the 

detector using a Monte Carlo computation method. For this purpose the MCNP-4C code 

was used. Point scattered functions were described analytically by Gauss functions for 

three liquids (water, heavy water and oil). The parameters of the Gauss functions 

(maximum value and FWHM) were investigated in dependence of the thickness of the 

liquid layers and the distance between the layer and the detector. 

 

In 2005, N. Kardjilov et al. [20] showed that the phase-contrast radiography is an edge-

enhancement technique which allows visualizing objects providing very low contrast with 

the conventional absorption radiography technique. The image formation in this case is 

based on the phase variations transformed to intensity variations in a beam with a high 

lateral coherence by its transmission of the object. Due to the fact that neutrons could not 

be easily focused in a spot with a micrometric size like x-rays we need a small diaphragm 

and a large distance between the diaphragm and the sample in order to achieve a good 

lateral coherence length for the neutron phase-contrast radiographic experiments. The main 

beam parameters which generate some differences between the different beam facilities 

and influence the phase-contrast effect are the beam divergences and the beam spectra of 

each beam lines. Various examples of phase-contrast imaging performed at neutron beam 

lines with different beam parameters had been shown. The combination of the phase-

contrast effect with the effect of B. image magnification due to the beam divergence which 

leads to an improvement in the image contrast and resolution had been presented in detail. 
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They concluded that the spatial resolution in case of phase-contrast imaging with neutrons 

is no more limited by the beam divergence defined by its L/D ratio. In this case it is 

defined mainly by the transversal coherence length lt of the beam which is responsible for 

the broadening of the diffraction pattern (intensity variations) on the edges of the sample. 

Using a larger distance between the sample and the detector a stronger edge enhancement 

combined with a geometrical magnification of the sample due to the beam divergence is 

possible. 

This leads to a significant improvement of the image contrast and resolution. The use of 

cold neutrons (long wave lengths) could improve the phase-contrast effect increasing its 

intensity and sharpness. The high-flux beam-lines could contribute to the extension of the 

radiography method toward phase-contrast tomography investigations with neutrons. 

 

In 2006, Xin Wang et al. [21] proposed using wavelet thresholding, Gamma correction and 

contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization to enhance digital radiographic images for 

inspection of the aircraft. The comparative analysis between the proposed methods and 

currently frequently used methods has showed the effectiveness of these methods. The 

wavelet thresholding technique can remove the image noise while keep the sharpness of 

defects’ edges well. Gamma correction and CLAHE not only improved the local contrast 

of the radiographic images but also reduced the noise produced in homogeneous areas. 

These are used to eliminate noise and background artifacts and to smooth sharp edges, but 

also tend to remove some of the details in small objects. 

 

In 2006, Hassanein et al. [22] presented a scattering correction algorithm for neutron 

radiography and tomography tested at facilities with different beam characteristics. Their 

algorithm was based on Monte Carlo simulations. It was developed and implemented to 

take the different causes of scattering like object scattering, background scattering, spectral 

effects, and detector characteristics into account. These effects make the quantitative 

analysis be impossible with the neutron radiography technique of materials with a high-

neutron scattering cross section without elimination of the scattering contribution from the 

investigated material onto the detector. The correction algorithm was based on point 

scattered functions (PScF), i.e. the scattering distribution behind a layer of the sample 

material evolving from a point like neutron source. The scattering correction consists then 
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of an iterative deconvolution algorithm. The PScF was obtained by Monte Carlo 

simulations with MCNPX where the main input parameters were the neutron energy 

spectrum, the sample material and thickness, the sample-detector distance and the energy 

dependent detector sensitivity. They yield also reference curves for the beam hardening 

and the energy dependent detector efficiency. Tomographs were corrected by 

a preprocessing correction of the projections. The algorithm was implemented in IDL, so 

that all radiographs and tomographs could be corrected within reasonable time. The 

method of correction by PScF yielded good results for small detector distances, where the 

sample scattering is dominant. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ETRR-2 NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY FACILITY 
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3.1 Radial Channel for Neutron Radiography 

 
As shown in figure 3.1 [2], the neutron radiography beam tube geometric model consists of 

the following components: 

 

Figure 3.1: Neutron radiography geometric model
 

 

(1) One eighth of the core, composed by a homogenized mixture equivalent to the 

materials that constitute the core. 

(2) The chimney, consisting of two zircalloy plates separated by an air gap. 

(3) The beryllium reflectors, placed in one row around the core. 

(4) A gamma ray filter placed at the inlet of the beam. It is separated from the 

beryllium reflectors by a two millimeters water gap. It is made of lead, and has a 

thickness of 145 millimeters. 

(5) The collimator submerged into the water of the reactor tank. It consists of divergent 

aluminum tube surrounded by a two millimeters cadmium sheet. 

(6) The water of the reactor tank. 

(7) The passing conduit surrounded by a lead annulus and both are submerged into the 

biological shield. 

(8) The biological shielding composed of heavy and ordinary concrete.   
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3.2 Details of the Neutron Radiography Facility 

 

The facility is especially equipped to perform Neutron Radiography experiments. It is 

possible to carry out exposures of samples of various shapes and sizes. The installation 

comprises the following main sub-systems: 

The irradiation conduit (collimator), the irradiation channel, the beam channel port, the 

sample-holder, the cassette-holding device, the beam-catcher, and the cell. 

 

The states of the three first sub-systems, the collimator, the irradiation channel and the 

beam channel port are those that define the main state of the facility. The rest of the sub-

systems are related with the neutron radiography experiment and do not affect the 

operational states of the facility.  

 

The Irradiation Conduit (Collimator): 

The collimator is a divergent type, to produce the highest resolution that is the smallest 

theoretical size of discontinuity that can be detected according to the geometry of the 

neutron radiography facility; the conduit consists of an aluminum tube lined with cadmium 

and a lead filter at the inlet opening. It is placed completely inside the reactor tank. 

A revolving system allows turning the collimator between two positions: the working 

position (horizontal) and the resting position (vertical). The revolving system is operated 

by means of the remote control. 

 

The main purpose of the collimator is to contain the neutron emerging from the neutron 

source, and to guide them to the object being neutron radiographed. To achieve this 

containment, the walls of collimator are lined with a neutron absorbing material (2 mm. 

Cadmium sheet). This will prevent scattered neutrons from reaching the object via the 

collimator walls. The lining material having high cross section to neutrons and be such that 

the secondary radiation procedure in the lining will not affect the radiograph.  
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The Irradiation Channel: 

The main functions of the irradiation channel are to provide the necessary shielding to both 

neutron and gamma rays when it is flooded with water and to contribute with the 

collimation of neutrons, because it is the continuation of the irradiation conduit, when it is 

dried and filled with nitrogen. Neutron beam channel must be flooded with demineralized 

water when they are not operating. This is due to the fact that demineralized water acts as 

a radiological shielding. When neutron beam channels are operating, they must be filled of 

gaseous nitrogen free of humidity. 

The channel cuts across the concrete shielding. It connects the collimator with the 

irradiation port. In order to compensate the lack of shielding, this channel is water filled 

when the facility is not operating, and must be evacuated and dried to use it. These 

operations are performed from a valve manifold, which it is possible to command the water 

intake and outlet, the dry air flow and the nitrogen filling. The channel has an 

interchangeable and hermetic lid at the experimental position side. 

 

The Beam Channel Port: 

The beam channel port is a movable metallic box filled with lead, telecommanded by 

a servomechanism that controls the movement when shifting between the open or exposure 

position and the closed position. The main purpose of the beam channel port is to provide 

complementary biological shielding to allow personnel to enter into the neutron 

radiography room. Lead is particularly effective against low-energy gamma, because of 

high photo-electric absorption, and also against high-energy gamma, because of its high 

pair-production. Because of the high density of lead, the volume required for a shield is 

low. Figure 3.2 represents the normal states of the neutron radiography facility. 
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Figure 3.2: Normal states of the neutron radiography facility
 

 
The Sample-Holder: 
The sample-holder is a movable table which allows the positioning of samples to be 

irradiated by regulating the movement either vertically or horizontally and also rotational 

around its vertical axis in order to expose different shapes and sizes of samples, which can 

be placed either from within the cell or from the outside. When placing samples from 

outside, the sample-holder carriage must be used. 

 

The Cassette-Holding Device: 

This device fastens the sensitive film and allows introducing and extracting it to/from the 

cell without having to enter into it. 

 

The device consists of a rail that goes from a radiological secure position (outside the 

room) to the irradiation port (inside the room). Hanging from it, a transport carriage can 

slide from outside to inside the room.  It is manually operated with a crank from outside 

the room where the operator is in a radiological safe position. 

 

The Beam-Catcher: 
It is a movable shielding designed to incorporate light and heavy elements, and high 

neutron absorption cross section materials.  Its function is to moderate fast and epithermal 

neutrons, to absorb thermal neutrons and to attenuate resultant capture gamma rays as 
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required. The shield is specially designed to absorb neutron and gamma beams, which 

originated in the neutron radiography facility. It has been provided with wheels so as to 

facilitate its positioning. It has a supporting metallic structure, a borate polyethylene head, 

a concrete block, and a lead disc at the far end. 

 

The use of pure lead in a neutron-gamma ray environment is primarily for gamma ray 

attenuation. It is also an absorber for capture gamma ray emitted when thermal neutrons 

are captured by lead. Concrete is used as a shielding against both neutrons and gamma rays 

simultaneously; it contains hydrogenous material for neutron attenuation. Also, it is a 

heavy gamma shielding material that possesses a high neutron inelastic scattering cross 

section and a low capture gamma ray production. 

 

Figure 3.3 represents geometric model of the beam catcher. The beam catcher is provided 

with an iris to reduce the angle of vision.  For the back scattered thermal neutrons the 

following parts can easily be distinguished: 

Lead plate: used to attenuate gamma rays and to scatter fast neutron before 

moderate them. This last effect is utilized to take profit of the whole beam catcher volume. 

Lead clad: this cover is used to shield secondary and scattered gamma radiation 

from the beam catcher. The lead used at the plate must be free of silver, antimony and 

arsenic impurities. 

Borate polyethylene or paraffin: It is referred to as Poly-boron.  Its role is to 

absorb thermal neutrons and to moderate fast and epithermal neutrons. 
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Figure 3.3: Geometric model of the beam catcher
 

 

The Cell: 
The cell is a concrete structure that serves to shield the working area around the irradiation 

facility. The neutron radiography room provides the necessary biological shielding to 

operate the neutron radiography facility. As shown in figure 3.4, this room is a labyrinth 

walls arrangement in order to provide an adequate accessibility for operating personnel. 

All walls are fixed, except one sector of the front one, which is removable brick made. 

This wall sector is provided in order to get into the room large components like beam-

catcher or big objects to be analyzed. 
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Figure 3.4: Plane view of the neutron radiography room
 

 

From the shielding point of view, the room has two openings; an entrance door and a 

window. The former is used for the personnel to access into the room. Also, the door is 

used to put in and to take out the film plate or cassette as well as the objects to be analyzed. 

The window is closed by shielding blocks made of appropriate materials. Anyway, this 

opening could be adapted according to particular requirements. The window has a potential 

use on a further design of a temporary storage room for activation materials.  

The design criteria assumed for the maximum dose rate at the exterior of the neutron 

radiography room, just in contact with externals walls and outside the room openings is 10 

µSv/hr, this is the limit proposed by the ICRP No. 60 publication for occupational dose 

rate for workers. 
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This chapter describes the method which was used in this work to enhance the neutron 

radiography image. This method depends on the simulation of the neutron radiography 

process by using the Monte Carlo code, MCNP5. By this simulation we can get the 

distribution of the scattered neutrons at each pixel in the image. This distribution can be 

normalized as a matrix of gray levels. By using MATLAB, we can subtract the distribution 

of the scattered neutrons from the blurred image after being scanned and digitized to 

remove the blur caused by neutron scattering. 

It is useful to define some terms related to the method used: 

 

4.1 Image Definition  

 

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function, f(x , y), where x and y are spatial 

(plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates(x , y) is called the 

intensity or gray level of the image at that point. When x, y and the amplitude values of f 

are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a digital image. The field digital image 

processing refers to processing digital images by means of a digital computer. Note that 

a digital image is composed of a finite number of elements, each of which has a particular 

location and value. These elements are referred to as picture elements, image elements, 

pels, and pixels. Pixel is the term most widely used to denote the elements of a digital 

image [23, 24].  

 

4.2 MCNP and the Monte Carlo Method 

 

Monte Carlo can be used to duplicate theoretically a statistical process (such as the 

interaction of nuclear particles with materials) and is particularly useful for complex 

problems that cannot be modeled by computer codes that use deterministic methods. The 

individual probabilistic events that comprise a process are simulated sequentially. The 

probability distributions governing these events are statistically sampled to describe the 

total phenomenon. In general, the simulation is performed on a digital computer because 

the number of trials necessary to adequately describe the phenomenon is usually quite 

large. The statistical sampling process is based on the selection of random numbers —
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analogous to throwing dice in a gambling casino — hence the name “Monte Carlo.” In 

particle transport, the Monte Carlo technique is pre-eminently realistic (a numerical 

experiment). It consists of actually following each of many particles from a source 

throughout its life to its death in some terminal category (absorption, escape, etc.). 

Probability distributions are randomly sampled using transport data to determine the 

outcome at each step of its life. 

 

4.2.1 MCNP Code  

MCNP is a general-purpose, continuous-energy, generalized-geometry, time-dependent, 

coupled neutron/photon/electron Monte Carlo transport code. It can be used in several 

transport modes: neutron only, photon only, electron only, combined neutron/photon 

transport where the photons are produced by neutron interactions, neutron/photon/electron, 

photon/electron, or electron/photon. 

The user creates an input file that is subsequently read by MCNP. This file contains 

information about the problem in areas such as: the geometry specification, the description 

of materials and selection of cross-section evaluations, the location and characteristics of 

the neutron, photon, or electron source, the type of answers or tallies desired, and any 

variance reduction techniques used to improve efficiency [25]. 

 

 

4.2.2 Flux Image Detectors 

Flux image detector tallies are an array of point detectors close enough to one another to 

generate an image based on the point detector fluxes. Each detector point represents one 

pixel of the flux image. The source needs not to be embedded in the object. The particle 

creating the image does not have to be the source particle type. Three types of neutral 

particle flux image tallies can be made: 

• Flux Image Radiograph (FIR), a flux image radiograph on a planar image surface; 

• Flux Image on a Cylinder (FIC), a flux image on a cylindrical image surface; and 

• Flux Image by Pinhole (FIP), a flux image by pinhole on a planar image surface. 

When these flux image tallies are used with FSn and Cn cards to construct a virtual image 

grid, millions of point detectors can be created − one detector for each pixel − to produce 

a flux image. 
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The FSn card is used to define the image pixels along the s-axis. The Cn card defines the 

pixels along the t-axis. The relationship of the s-axis, t-axis, and reference direction for the 

planar image grid is defined by the right-hand rule. Since the orientation of the s-axis and 

the t-axis is dependent on the reference direction in the geometry coordinate system, the 

MCNP tally output should be examined to see the direction cosines of these two planar 

image grid axes.  

Both the FIR and FIC tallies act like film for an x-ray type image (that is, a transmitted 

image for neutrons or photons). The diagram in Figure 4.1 shows how the FIR planar 

rectangular grid image, which was used, is defined for a source particle passing through an 

object and scattering in an object.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Diagram of an FIR (Flux Image Radiograph) tally for a source 

external to the object. 

 

The form for flux image radiographs: FIRn:pl X1 Y1 Z1 R0 X2 Y2 Z2 F1 F2 F3 

FIR establishes a flux image on a rectangular radiograph planar grid (see Figure 5.2), 

where 

 n = the tally number ending with 5. 

 pl = N for neutrons or P for photons. 
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X1 Y1 Z1 = a set of coordinates used with the entries on the FSn and Cn cards to define the 

extent and spacing of the detector flux image grid. In the planar rectangular grid case 

(FIR), this point defines the center of the grid. R0 is not used (do not put image grid in 

scattering material). Enter zero as a placeholder. 

X2 Y2 Z2 = a set of reference coordinates that establishes the grid reference direction as 

being from (X2 Y2 Z2) to (X1 Y1 Z1). This direction is used as the outward normal to the 

detector image grid plane for the FIR case. 

F1 = 0, both the source and scattered contributions will be scored on the grid. 

< 0, only the scattered contributions will be scored. 

The scattered contributions can often be made on a much coarser image grid because there 

is much less structure to the scattered image. F1 < 0 is used in this case. The NOTRN card 

can be used to obtain only the direct image with F1 = 0. 

F2 for FIR = a radial restriction relative to the center of the grid to define a radial field of 

view on the grid (default is no radial restriction if 0). 

F3 = 0, all flux contributions are directed to the center of each image grid bin [25]. 

 

4.3 Enhancement Description 

 

As mentioned above, the neutron radiography process can be simulated by MCNP5 to get 

the scattered neutrons distribution at each pixel in the image. In this work, three methods 

were tested to get the scattered neutrons distribution. In the first method, the scattered 

neutrons distribution was taken directly from the output of MCNP5. In the second method, 

the scattered neutrons distribution was used by subtracting the direct neutrons distribution, 

extracted from MCNP5 output, from the total neutrons distribution which was also 

extracted from MCNP5 output. In the third method, two images were used. One of them is 

used as a reference image to get the scattered neutrons distribution by subtracting the direct 

neutrons distribution, extracted from MCNP5 output, from this reference image after being 

digitized and normalized. The other image is the image to be enhanced.  
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4.3.1 First Method Steps 

 

1. Scan the film to be enhanced and introduce it into MATLAB to digitize it. 

 

2. Formulate a good geometric description for the object in its ideal case (without 

industrial defects) and introduce it in an MCNP5 input file that will be used to 

calculate the scattered neutrons distribution in each pixel of the image surface. 

 

3. Write computer programs (see appendices C, D, E) to extract the MCNP5 output 

file data, then convert the data into a matrix and do a normalization to convert the 

flux values to gray levels. These levels are digits starting with 0 and ending with 

255.  

 

4. Introduce the normalized matrix into MATLAB to display it as an image 

expressing the scattered neutrons distribution. (see appendix F)  

 

5. Subtract the scattered beam image from the initial image to remove the scattering 

blur. 

 

4.3.2 Second Method Steps 

 

1. Scan the film to be enhanced and introduce it into MATLAB to digitize it. 

 

2. Formulate a good geometric description for the object in its ideal case (without 

industrial defects) and introduce it in an MCNP5 input file that will be used to 

calculate the total flux and the direct transmitted neutrons flux distributions in each 

pixel of the image surface. 

 

3. Use the same programs as the first method to extract the required data. The 

difference here is that the data are converted into two matrices; one presents the 

total flux and the other presents the flux coming from the direct transmitted 

neutrons. As the previous method, the normalization is required to convert the flux 
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values to grey levels. In this case, MATLAB shows the matrices as two images. 

These images express the total beam image and the direct beam image as extracted 

from MCNP5 output. 

 

4. Subtract the direct beam image from the total beam image to get an image related 

to the scattered neutrons distribution. 

 

5. Subtract the last image from the scanned film image to enhance it by deleting the 

scattering effect.   

 

 4.3.3 Third Method Steps 

 

1. Scan two film images for two similar objects, one will be taken as a reference 

object and the other will be enhanced. 

 

2. Formulate a good geometric description for the reference object (object without 

industrial defects) and introduce it in an MCNP5 input file that will be used to 

calculate the neutron flux distribution in each pixel of the image surface. 

 

3. Use the same programs as the previous methods to extract only the data related to 

the flux coming from direct transmitted neutrons and do the same normalization to 

be used as input to MATLAB. In this case, MATLAB shows the data as an image 

expressing the direct transmitted neutrons image from MCNP5 output. 

 

4. Subtract this image from the reference image to get an image related to the effect of 

the scattered neutrons and any other blur coming from film developing or scanning 

process etc.  

 

5. Subtract the last image from the other film image which needs enhancement to get 

a final enhanced image.      
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Another method used similar to the previous but the only difference is using two images 

(two films) for the same object instead of two similar objects then adopting the other 

mentioned steps. 

 

4.4 Programs Used 

 

The first two programs are batch of two dos program batches for separating the flux values 

from MCNP5 output file as a text and storing them in a file. In other words, they are 

DATA Extraction programs. 

The third program is a visual basic program for converting these flux values to normalized 

numbers and putting them in a matrix available to be input to MATLAB as a matrix of 

gray levels, i.e., this is an Information Extraction program. 

These programs are shown in the next simplified flow charts (figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4).   
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                          Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the first program. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skip the non flux data lines 

End 

Read ro 

 (Output of MCNP5)  

For each line call a batch 

program aa5 and bb5 to extract 

flux data  

Start 
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                  Figure 4.3: Flow chart of the second program. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

For each line extract 

the number fields for 

both direct and total 
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data received 
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End 

Save it in a 

new file 
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                            Figure 4.4: Flow chart of the third program. 

 
 

For each line in the input file, 

separate three fields of data. The 

first field is the value of the flux. 

The second field is the letter (E). 

The third field is the exponent 

number to the base 10 in the 

scientific notation.  

Read the DOS batch file 

(data extracted file)  

Call a function to rebuild the text 

format scientific number to a 

pure numeric format and return. 

Hold the returned values from the 

function in a matrix with 

dimensions = the resolution values. 

Save the matrix in a file 

to be used by MATLAB. 

End 

Start 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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5.1 Pulley Image Enhancement 

 

The first method was adopted on a pulley that is used in air handling units. The function of 

this pulley is the transmission of movement from motor to the air maneuvering parts. 

 

5.1.1   Pulley Description 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the elevation and the side view of the pulley. As we see from the figure, 

the pulley is considered as a suitable object due to the simplicity of its shape and the 

suitability for making an accurate geometric description by Cartesian coordinates. 

The pulley is an alloy with several materials, carbon, oxygen, nickel and titanium. 

The existence of light materials like carbon causes a blur to the image. This blur appears as 

a bad contrast in the image.       

 

 

5.1.2 First Method Result  

 

Some difficulties were encountered when applying this method causing it to be not 

practical. These difficulties are:  

 

1. There are high relative errors in some pixels. These high errors caused a problem in 

normalization. This problem came from dividing the flux values over the biggest 

value. This biggest value is the value with the biggest relative error. This led to 

a matrix of very low grey levels. These very low numbers approached the number 

zero which is related to the black color. So, the result was a black page with no 

image. 

 

2. The previous problem was solved by choosing manually the largest value with 

small relative error to be used in normalization. The image appeared but with very 

bad quality and this was a difficult task because there were a very high number of 

pixels that led to additional errors. 
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3. The run was repeated with varying the values of (nps) to decrease the relative 

errors.  That took a very long time and the results were bad. 

 

4. The run was repeated again with very small pixel size. That also took a long time 

with bad results.     

 

5.1.3 Second Method Result 

 

This method also met some difficulties that made it not practical. These difficulties are:  

  

1. At the first try there was a direct transmitted neutrons image that was gotten after 

normalization but the image of the total neutron distribution did not appear. The 

reason again was the existence of large relative errors in some pixels as the 

previous case.  

 

2. As the previous method, the problem was solved by choosing manually the largest 

value with small relative error to be used in normalization. The image appeared but 

with very bad quality and this was a difficult task because there were a very high 

number of pixels that led to additional errors.    

 

3. The run was repeated with varying the values of (nps) to decrease the relative errors 

(nps=10000, nps=100000, nps=1000000) that took a very long time and the results 

were bad. (Figure 5.2). 

 

4. The run was repeated again with very small pixel size. That also took a long time 

with bad results as the previous figure (figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1: Two views of the pulley taken by a digital camera 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: MCNP5 output image for the total neutrons using the second method  
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5.1.4 Third Method Result 

 

    Reference image                         MCNP5 direct image   

     

 

 

Figure 5.3: The reference image and the MCNP5 output image with direct beam 

  

   

    Image before enhancement                                        Enhanced image 

                                                                             

                                   

Figure 5.4: The image before enhancement and the enhanced image 

 

As shown in figure 5.4, the contrast of the enhanced image had been increased. The reason 

is that the image of direct transmitted neutrons which was extracted from MCNP5 output 

has no relative errors. That led to a good simulation of the radiography process. This 

method does not take a long time. So this enhancement method can be considered 

a successful method. 
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5.2 Bearing Image Enhancement 

 

The third method was also adopted on a bearing like shown (figure 5.5) by using two 

images for the same bearing.  

 

5.2.1 Bearing Description 

 

Bearings are components designed to connect machine parts. Bearings transmit motion and 

forces. They are usually mounted on axles or shafts and inserted in housings. If a bearing 

transmits rotary motion, it is called a rotary bearing. Linear bearings are used for 

longitudinal motion. The type of friction involved distinguishes plain bearings from rolling 

bearings. They are made from stainless steel. The bearing is also a suitable object due to 

the simplicity of its shape and the suitability for making an accurate geometric description 

by Cartesian coordinates.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: An image of a bearing  
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5.2.2 Third Method Result 

 

          Reference image                                              MCNP5 output image   

                         

 

Figure 5.6: The reference image and the MCNP5 output image   

 

 

 

  Image before enhancement       Enhanced image 

                                

 

Figure 5.7: The image before enhancement and the enhanced image    

 

 

As shown in figure 5.7, the contrast of the enhanced image had been increased. The reason 

is the same as the previous case; the direct transmitted neutrons image which was gotten 

from MCNP5 output has no relative errors. That led to a good simulation of the 

radiography process. This method also does not take a long time. So this enhancement 

method can also be considered a successful one. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

 

MCNP5 proved to be a suitable tool for simulating the neutron radiography process in case 

of using the direct transmitted neutrons distribution. This simulation can be done in a short 

time that makes it a successful method in image enhancement techniques. 

 

For neutron beams that contain scattered neutrons, it needs very long time to run the 

MCNP5 program without high relative errors. That makes it impractical task for image 

enhancement. This time originates from the very high required number of histories and 

very high pixels number required to minimize the relative errors. 

 

Using MATLAB is very useful in the image processing needed as a complementary step in 

the image enhancement process. It saves the long time that is consumed in writing 

programs for steps like image subtraction. 

 

There are some conditions that must be verified to consider this method suitable. These 

conditions are: 

 

- The object to be enhanced is not so complicated, so it can be described accurately 

in the geometric description of the MCNP5 input file. 

 

- Two different images are needed (for two similar objects or two films for the same 

object), one is a reference for calculating the blur distribution and the other is the 

image to be enhanced.  

 

- The object of the reference image is ideal (has no defects) and both of the two 

images have enough degree of blur. 

 

 

This method is useful in neutron radiography inspection when a continuous standard 

product of a factory, with the previous conditions, must be inspected repeatedly.    
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 A. MCNP5 input files 

 

 The input file of the pulley 

 

PULLEY 

    1     1    -7.45           1 -3 -7 12                             imp:n=1 

    2     1    -7.45           -2 4 -8 12                             imp:n=1 

    3     1    -7.45           3 -5 -9 12                             imp:n=1 

    4     1    -7.45           -4 6 -10 12                            imp:n=1 

    5     1    -7.45           5 -6 -11 12                            imp:n=1 

    6     0                    1 -2 -12                               imp:n=1 

    7     0               (13 -14 15 -16 -17 18)(-1:2:7:8:(9 10 11))  imp:n=1 

    8     0              (-13:14:-15:16:17:-18)(19 -20 21 -22 -23 24) imp:n=1 

    9     0               -19:20:-21:22:23:-24                        imp:n=0 

       

    1        py -1.25          

    2        py  1.25  

    3        py -0.75  

    4        py  0.75  

    5        py -0.375 

    6        py  0.375  

    7        cy  8.65  

    8        cy  8.65  

    9        y   -0.75 8.65   -0.375 6.85 

    10       y    0.75 8.65    0.375 6.85  

    11       cy 6.85 

    12       cy 3 

    13       py -11.25 

    14       py 1.35  

    15       pz -10 

    16       pz 10 

    17       px 10 
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    18       px -10 

    19       py -12.25 

    20       py 2.35 

    21       pz -11 

    22       pz 11 

    23       px 11 

    24       px -11 

 

m1    6012 -0.12  8016 -0.061  28000 -0.406  22000 -0.413                          

sdef  sur=13  pos=0 -11.25  0  rad=d1 dir=1  ara=379.94 

si1   11 

f4:n   1 

fir5:n    0  1.25 0  0  0  -11.25  0  -1  0  0 

c5    -8.65  205i  8.65 

fs5   -8.65  205i  8.65 

nps    1000000 
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 The input file of the bearing 

 

bearing 

    1  0             -1 -7 8                           imp:n=1                                             

    2  1  -7.8     1 -2 -5 6                           imp:n=1 

    3  0            (2 -3 -5 6)(9 10 11 12 13 14 15)   imp:n=1                                                    

    4  1  -7.8      3 -4 -5 6                          imp:n=1 

    5  0            4 7 -8                             imp:n=1 

    6  1  -7.8      5 -7 -4 1                           imp:n=1 

    7  1  -7.8      -6 8 -4 1                           imp:n=1 

    8  1  -7.8     -9                                  imp:n=1 

    9  1  -7.8     -10                                 imp:n=1 

    10 1  -7.8     -11                                 imp:n=1 

    11 1  -7.8     -12                                 imp:n=1 

    12 1  -7.8     -13                                 imp:n=1 

    13 1  -7.8     -14                                 imp:n=1 

    14 1  -7.8     -15                                 imp:n=1 

    15 0           (-16 17 -18 19 -20 21)(7:-8:4)      imp:n=1 

    16 0           (16:-17:18:-19:20:-21)(-22 23 -24 25 -26 27)   imp:n=1 

    17 0           22:-23:24:-25:26:-27                           imp:n=0 

 

    1        cx 1.35                                                                  

    2        cx 1.65  

    3        cx 2.8  

    4        cx 3.1 

    5        px 1  

    6        px -1  

    7        px 1.1  

    8        px -1.1 

    9        s   0 2.225 0            0.574 

    10       s   0 1.3873 1.7395      0.574 

    11       s   0 -0.4951 2.1692     0.574 
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    12       s   0 -2.0047 0.9654     0.574 

    13       s   0 -2.0047 -0.9654    0.574 

    14       s   0 -0.4951 -2.1692    0.574 

    15       s   0 1.3873 -1.7395     0.574 

    16       px  11.25 

    17       px  -1.35 

    18       py  5 

    19       py  -5 

    20       pz  5 

    21       pz  -5 

    22       px  11.35 

    23       px  -1.45 

    24       py  5.1 

    25       py  -5.1 

    26       pz  5.1 

    27       pz  -5.1 

 

m1    26056    1    

sdef    sur=16  pos=11.25 0 0  rad=d1  dir=-1  ara=379.94 

si1     4 

f4:n     1 

fir5:n   -1.35 0 0 0 11.25 0 0 0 0 0    

c5       -3.2     115i     3.2 

fs5      -3.2     115i     3.2 

nps 10000 
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B. Data extraction programs 

 The first program 

 

@echo off 

                     

for /F "eol=; tokens=1,2,3,4,* skip=255 delims= " %%i in (d:ro)do call d:aa5.bat %%i 

%%j %%k %%m  

del d:kk 

del d:pp 

for /F "eol=; tokens=1,2,3,4,*  delims= " %%i in (d:ro) do call d:bb5.bat %%i %%k %%l 

%%m 

 

@echo on 

 

 

 The second program 

 

echo off 

if exist d:kk go to direct 

if  %1==direct (echo %1 >>d:kk) else  go to ss 

goto end 

 

: ss 

if  %1==s (set/a xx=1) else if   %1==t  (set/a xx=2) else go to ll 

goto end 

 

: ll  

if not %xx%==2 go to end 

set/a xx=0 

@echo %1 >>d:aa.txt 

goto end 
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: dirct 

if exist d:pp goto end 

if  %1==detector (echo %1 >>d:pp) else  goto tt 

go to end 

rem line lable tt 

 

: tt 

if  %1==s (set/a xx=1) else if   %1==t  (set/a xx=2) else go to mm 

goto end 

 

: mm 

if not %xx%==2 go to end 

set/a xx=0 

@echo %1 >>d:cc.txt 

goto end 

 

: end 

@echo on 

 

 

 The third program 

 

Private Sub Command3_DblClick(Cancel As Integer) 

   Dim s As String 

   Dim horz As Double 

   Dim vert As Double 

   Dim bgst As Double 

   Dim st As String 

   Dim dimen As String 

   Dim M() As String  

   Dim o() As Double 

   Dim z() As Double 
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   Dim q As Long 

   Dim p As Long 

   Dim zz As Double 

   Dim norm As Double 

   Dim z1 As Byte 

    

On Error Resume Next 

   Dim F As Long 

   Dim L As Long 

   s = "d:\b\cc.txt" 

   F = FreeFile() 

   L = FileLen(s)    

   st = Space(L)   

   Open s For Binary As F 

   Get F, 1, st 

   Close F 

'--------------------------- 

 

   V = L * 8 

   ReDim o(L) As Double 

   ReDim z(L) As Double 

   MsgBox (" i'm working") 

   ReDim M(1) As String    

   M(1) = ""   

   q = 1 

   Do     

      If st = "" Then Exit Do      

      p = InStr(st, Chr(13))     

      ReDim Preserve M(q) As String     

      M(q) = Mid$(st, 1, p - 1)    

      MsgBox st  

      q = q + 1     
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      st = Mid$(st, p + 2)    

     MsgBox st 

   Loop   

   ss = "d:\b\mof" 

   bgst = 0                

                Open ss For Binary As F 

   For y = 1 To q - 1   

      o(y) = SolveIt(M(y)) 

      If y = 1 Then bgst = o(y)     

      If o(y) > bgst Then bgst = o(y)   

      MsgBox y & "    " & o(y) & "     " & o(y) * 5 

      k = 8 * (y - 1) + 1     

       Put F, k, o(y)   

   Next y                 

                Close F                       

       norm = bgst / 255    

  

Rem -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

                    

     Open ss For Binary As F  

      For q = 1 To q - 1          

      k = 8 * (q - 1) + 1         

        Get F, k, z(q)        

      MsgBox q & "    " & z(q) & "     " & o(q) * 10 ^ 30 

   Next q 

                        Close F                   

      

Rem ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   

  tt = "d:\b\mof1"       

                        Open tt For Binary As F 

   For q = 1 To q - 1         
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        zz = z(q) / norm        

       z1 = CByte(zz) 

       k = 8 * (q - 1) + 1         

       Put F, q, z1         

       MsgBox q & "    " & z1        

   Next q 

                        Close F 

Rem ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

     MsgBox ("done ok")     

End Sub 

 

'           Function Solve It(s As String) As Double 

 

Function Solve It(s As String) As Double 

   Dim V As Double  

   Dim q As Integer    

   Dim s1 As String    

   On Error Resume Next    

   s = UCase(s)    

   q = InStr(s, "E")    

   If q > 0 Then  

      s1 = Mid$(s, q + 1)       

      s = Mid$(s, 1, q - 1) 

   Else 

      s1 = 0    

   End If    

    V = CDbl(s) * 10 ^ CDbl(s1)  

   SolveIt = V    

End Function 

 

'           Function SolveIt1(s As String) As Double 
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Function SolveIt1(s As String) As Double 

   Dim V As Double    

   Dim q As Integer    

   Dim s1 As String    

   On Error Resume Next    

   s = UCase(s)    

   q = InStr(s, "E")    

   If q > 0 Then    

      s1 = Mid$(s, q + 1)       

      s = Mid$(s, 1, q - 1)    

   Else 

      s1 = 0   

   End If    

    V = CDbl(s) * 10 ^ CDbl(s1)   

   SolveIt = V   

  

End Function 
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C. Orders of MATLAB 

 

fid = fopen('d:\b\mof1', 'r'); 

d = fread(fid,[116,116],'uint8') 

figure; colormap(gray(256)); image(d) 

 

The previous orders were used for introducing the normalized values of the flux into 

MATLAB as a matrix with dimensions 116×116 and reading the matrix as an image with 

256 gray levels. 

 

d=imread('D:\b\d7.jpg')          (read image d in 'D:\b\d7 with extension jpg).  

p=imread('D:\b\P.jpg')            (read image p in 'D:\b\ P with extension jpg) . 

h=imread('D:\b\h.jpg')             (read image h in 'D:\b\ h with extension jpg). 

s=p-d                                       (image s is the subtraction of image d from the image p). 

f=h-s                                         (image f is the subtraction of image s from the image h).    

imshow(f)                                 (show the image f). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  التصوير النيوتروني

  

  

  

  رسالة علمية 

  سكندرية جامعة ا  – سات العليا بكلية الھندسةالى الدرإمقدمة  

  صول على درجة استيفاء للدراسات المقررة للح

  

  

  

  

  

  فى الھندسة النووية/ الماجستير 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  مقدمة من 

  منتصر ثروت ع,ء الدين / ھندسم

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  التصوير النيوتروني

  

  
  

  مقدمة   من 

  منتصر ثروت ع,ء الدين / ھندسم

  

  

  

  للحصول على درجة 

  

  فى الھندسة النووية/ الماجستير 

  

   

  

  

  

   لجنة المناقشة والحكم على الرسالة                                                                                      موافقون

  

  ...................                                                                                        محمد السيد سليمان ناجي/  .د.أ

  قسم الھندسة النووية و ا�شعاعية

  

  ......................                                                                                       سعيد عبد المجيد عجمي/  .د.أ

  قسم الھندسة النووية و ا�شعاعية

  

  ......................                                                                                             ھناء حسن أبو جبل/  .د.أ

  قسم الھندسة النووية و ا�شعاعية

  

  ......................                                                                                             محمد أحمد سلطان/  .د.أ

  ھيئة الطاقة الذرية المصرية

  

  

  

  

  

  وكيل الكلية للدراسات العليا والبحوث 

  جامعة ا8سكندرية  –كلية الھندسة 

  لھيطة وائل ھبة. د.أ

  

  

                                                                                                  



  

  

  

  

  

  شراف لجنة ا     

  

  

  

  محمد السيد سليمان ناجي /  .د.أ  

  .جامعة ا�سكندرية و ا�شعاعية أستاذ متفرغ بقسم الھندسة النووية              

  

  أبوجبل حسن ھناء/  .د.أ  

                                                                                                                                                                          .جامعة ا�سكندرية و ا�شعاعية بقسم الھندسة النووية مساعد أستاذ            

  

   محمد كمال شعت/  .د.أ   

                                                                                         .المصرية ھيئة الطاقة الذريةب أستاذ              

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  الملخص العربي  

  

التصوير النيوتروني يعد من أھم اDختبارات ال@ إت@فية الت6ي تس6تخدم ف6ي العدي6د م6ن ا;غ6راض للحص6ول عل6ى ص6ورة 

ھذه الصورة تبين حالة ھذا الجس6م م6ن ال6داخل م6ن حي6ث التج6انس و الس6@مة و . للتركيب الداخلي للجسم المراد تصويره

ر ھذه الم@حظات التي D نس6تطيع معرفتھ6ا ب6العين المج6ردة إD إذا قمن6ا بكس6ر وجود شروخ أو عيوب أو فجوات إلى آخ

يعتمد التصوير ا�شعاعي بشكل عام على الضعف الذي يعتري فيض ا�شعاع القادم . ھذه ا;جسام و فحصھا من الداخل

ب ن6وع الم6ادة الت6ي ھ6ذا الض6عف يختل6ف م6ن نقط6ة ;خ6رى حس6. من المصدر المشع عند اختراقه للجسم المراد تصويره

ھ6ذا التف6اوت م6ن نقط6ة إل6ى . يمر خ@لھا و سمكھا مما يؤدي إلى حدوث تفاوت في فيض ا�ش6عاع الناف6ذ م6ن ھ6ذا الجس6م

 .أخرى يتم ترجمته إلى صورة حسب التقنية المستخدمة

ة تس6تخدم التقني6ة غي6ر ھذه الوح6د. في ھذه الدراسة تم استخدام وحدة التصوير النيوتروني في مفاعل مصر البحثي الثاني

المباشرة Dس6تخدام ا;ف6@م ف6ي التص6وير الني6وتروني و الت6ي تعتم6د عل6ى اس6تقبال النيوترون6ات الناف6ذة م6ن الجس6م الم6راد 

تصويره على رقيقة من ا�ينديوم الذي يمتص النيوترونات و ينتج عن ذلك أشعة جاما التي يتم ترجمتھا إلى صورة ع6ن 

  .فترة زمنية ثم تحميض ھذا الفيلم للحصول على صورة داخلية لھذا الجسمطريق وضعھا على فيلم ل

من أشھر المشك@ت التي تواجه التصوير النيوتروني وجود عيوب في الصورة مثل الزيغ ال6ذي ين6تج ع6ن أس6باب كثي6رة 

دروجين و الكرب6ون من أبرزھا تشتت النيوترونات داخل الجسم المراد تصويره في حالة احتوائه على م6واد خفيف6ة كالھي6

  .و البرافين و الھيدروكربونات بشكل عام مما يؤثر بشكل سلبي على تباين الصورة و درجة و ضوحھا

ھذه الدراسة تشرح طريق6ة لتحس6ين عي6وب الص6ورة ع6ن طري6ق إدخالھ6ا إل6ى الحاس6وب باس6تخدام الماس6ح لتحويلھ6ا إل6ى 

ة التصوير النيوتروني بدون تش6تت و الحص6ول عل6ى توزي6ع صورة رقمية ثم استخدام طريقة مونت كارلو لمحاكاة عملي

فيض النيوترونات النافذة من الجسم ثم تحويل ھذه البيان6ات إل6ى درج6ات م6ن الل6ون الرم6ادي داخ6ل ك6ل بكس6ل للحص6ول 

  MATLABھ66ذه الص66ورة المحس66وبة ي66تم طرحھ66ا م66ن الص66ورة ا;ص66لية باس66تخدام برن66امج . عل66ى ص66ورة محس66وبة

ھذا التوزيع يتم استخدامه في تحسين أي . ع اخت@ف الصورة المثالية المحسوبة عن الصورة الحقيقيةللحصول على توزي

  .صورة أخرى لھذا الجسم أو ;جسام مماثلة بطرح توزيع العيوب من الصورة المراد تحسينھا

تطبيقات6ه و تقنيات6ه و  فص6ول، الفص6ل ا;ول عب6ارة ع6ن مقدم6ة ع6ن التص6وير الني6وتروني تتكون ھذه الرسالة من خمس6ة

و الفص6ل الث6اني يق6دم  المختلفة و العوامل المؤثرة عل6ى كف6اءة الص6ورة و المص6ادر المس6ببة لح6دوث الزي6غ ف6ي الص6ورة

 ابع دراسة مرجعية عن تحسين الصورة و الفصل الثالث يقدم وصفا لوحدة التصوير النيوتروني المستخدمة و الفصل الر

.                                            يقدم النتائج ويناقشھا ويقدم خ@صة البحث البرامج المستخدمة و الفصل الخامسرة و يتم فيه شرح عملية تحسين الصو

  

  

  

  


